
Our Scents

Ah, the enchanting scent of citronella candles! It captivates with 
its invigorating citrus notes, creating a refreshing ambiance that 
repels unwanted bugs such as flies and mosquitoes. 

Citronella, a true gem for candle lovers, combining both delightful 
fragrance and practicality

Citronella

Step into a world of tranquility with eucalyptus candles. The 
refreshing scent takes you on a serene journey through a fragrant 
forest. Let its friendly aroma create a welcoming sanctuary, 
enveloping your space in soothing goodness. 

Light up and experience the friendly embrace of eucalyptus, 
bringing nature's calmness to your everyday moments

Eucalyptus

Immerse yourself in the ethereal beauty of jasmine candles. Their 
enchanting fragrance evokes a moonlit garden, where delicate 
petals release a captivating perfume. The flickering flame casts a 
serene glow, creating an atmosphere of tranquility. 

Let the allure of jasmine candles grace your space with timeless 
elegance, illuminating your surroundings with their sheer beauty.

Jasmin

Experience serenity with lavender candles. Their soothing aroma 
takes you to blooming lavender fields, where a gentle breeze 
brings calm. Breathe in deeply as the comforting notes relax your 
senses. The flickering flame casts a gentle glow, creating a 
peaceful ambiance. Let lavender candles bring rest and 
rejuvenation, nurturing inner peace. 

Embrace their beauty and tranquility, filling your space with 
harmony.

Lavender

Lemongrass is an excellent choice for candles. Its invigorating 
citrus aroma uplifts and energizes, while also acting as a natural 
insect repellent. 

The calming effect promotes relaxation and reduces stress. With 
lemongrass candles, you can enjoy both the refreshing fragrance 
and practical benefits.

Immerse yourself in the enchanting allure of strawberry candles. 
Their sweet fragrance conjures memories of sunlit picnics and 
carefree moments. The flickering flame creates a warm glow, 
igniting joy and delight. Let strawberry candles fill your space 
with irresistible magic, evoking pure happiness and sweet 
nostalgia. Embrace their beauty and indulge in the captivating 
essence of strawberries..

Lemon Grass

Strawberry

Delight in the comforting embrace of vanilla candles. Their warm 
and inviting aroma wraps you in a soothing cocoon of sweetness. 
Like a nostalgic embrace, the scent of vanilla evokes cherished 
memories and a sense of comfort.

Let the alluring essence of vanilla candles envelop your space, 
bringing a touch of warmth and tranquility. Embrace the timeless 
beauty and comforting allure of vanilla.

Vanilla


